
Now we have formulated the multi-contact tasks in the QP form, for the multi-contacts

found in the contact sequences of the task demonstration. We introduce the contact stability

measure used for optimization of the multi-contact task.

C

Fext

mg

Freact

Fig. 4.9: Friction cone (C) constraint for a mass under contact with the surface in 2D

4.2.3 Contact Stability

Contact stability measures for systems in multi-contact scenarios is essential because the

robot stability depends on the contacts made. In general, these are obtained from the friction

cone constraints defined using the contact forces. For example consider the case of a mass in

2D contact with the surface as shown in Figure 4.9.

θ = 25° θ = 50°θ = 0°

   d dd = 0

(a)

            

  (b)   (c)

Fig. 4.10: The upper mass represents the shoulder whereas the lower mass represents the hand. In (a) the
shoulder is fully supported by contact at hand, in (b) only a fraction of the shoulder mass is supported by
hand and in (c) the shoulder although supported at hand contact, it can slide causing instability. In bottom,
the corresponding robot postures are shown, with contacts at the hands. The upper body is full supported
(left), whereas it is not fully supported and may fall (right)
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According to the Coulomb friction definition, this contact remains fixed as long as the

contact forces Freact = mg − Fext lie within the friction cone C. This contact switches to

a sliding one as soon as the contact reaction force Freact exits the friction cone. With this

contact stability method, it is necessary to search for the reaction forces involved along with

contacts planning.

We propose a geometrical way of determining the stability at the contacts made, and it

can be related closely to the friction cone constraints definition. For example consider a two

mass system, with one of the masses in contact with the surface, while the other mass is

supported by it. A 2D representation of contact stability condition depicting different contact

scenarios are shown in the Figure 4.10. We can say that the mass with projected distance d

of zero is fully supported in case (a) whereas in case (c) we can infer that with large projected

distance, the mass is not supported and the contact made is sliding.

To draw an analogy with the humanoid robot, suppose that we have a contact at the left

and right hand (i.e. as lower body mass in contact) as shown in Figure 4.10. Here the hand

contacts at the left and right side fully support the shoulders (upper body mass) as shown

in Figure 4.10 (a), which occurs with a projection distance, d close to 0. These contacts at

the left and right hands are supporting the shoulders at maximum stability, and this also

depends on the contact angle along with the projection distance of the mass supported by the

contact and are inter-related, i.e., the projection distance is increasing as the angle of contact

increases as observed in Figure 4.10 (a, b, c). Assuming that the obstacle surface is in the

XY plane we define the projection distance as in (4.17). We use this projection distance as a

measure of contact stability.

d =
∣∣∣∣[x1, y1]− [x, y]

∣∣∣∣ (4.17)

where [x1, y1] is the projection mass position and [x, y] is the contact position on the

obstacle surface.

We set a limit on the maximum projection distance until which sliding does not occur.

This strictly depends on the static friction coefficient of the robot body link surface and the

obstacle’s surface. Static friction is the friction between two or more solid objects that are

not moving relative to each other. Using the coefficient of static friction of obstacle surface,

denoted as µo, angle of friction is given as θm = tan−1(µo), the maximum angle at which

sliding occurs. We define an optimal value for contact stability at any robot body link using

its link length l up-to the supported mass i.e., either shoulders or hip position as

lsin(θ)

where θ is the angle measured as shown in the Figure 4.9.
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The optimal range for the contact angle θ to allow the contacts to support the mass

without sliding is defined as θm ≥ θ ≥ 0◦. The absolute stability (full support) occurs at 0◦.

If the contact can support the mass as shown in Figure 4.9 (a), Figure 4.9 (b), we refer to this

as support phase. However, if a contact has non-zero projection distance such that contact

angle θ ≤ θm (i.e., contact without sliding), the contact can be made to transition, in order

to support the shoulder mass fully. We refer to this contact phase as reach-to-supportable

phase. We experimentally find that an contact angle of θm = 25◦ was sufficient to maintain

the contacts without sliding.

Thus, the stability measure at a contact is given by the projected distance of the supported

mass from the contact position. And the maximum stability occurs if this projection distance

is equal to 0. Without the loss of generality, we can similarly extend this analogy for all

the kinematic chains in a humanoid robot. That is if a contact occurs at either foot or knee

surface in the leg kinematic chain, the hip mass projected position is computed to ascertain

the stability at the contact.

Several static and dynamic stability criteria have been widely used for humanoid locomotion.

Usually for the stability criteria, the projection of the center of mass (CoM) criterion is used

for static stability and ZMP for dynamic stability of robot locomotion. Along with verifying

their contact balance, these methods also consider that walking systems are dynamically (or

statically) stable only if their ZMP/Center of Pressure (or the projection of their CoM) lies

strictly within the convex hull of the contact points and unstable if it lies on the edge/outside

of the convex hull (Garcia et al. (2002)). Here, along with the contact stability definitions,

we guarantee the static stability for robot, by maintaining the CoM of the robot within its

support polygon.

The focus here is on simplifying the multi-contact planning process without using the

contact forces implicitly in the contact planning. The stability measure is used to optimize the

contact positions and obtain the posture (IK solution) at which the maximum stability occur

at the contacts. The obtained postures are used as intermediate key-frames for the contact

transition generation. The contact stability is used to generate the contact transitions. Next,

we describe the contact optimization using stability measure for the multi-contact planning.

4.3 Optimization for Multi-Contact Planning

The task demonstrations give the contact references on the obstacle for the humanoid robot.

These contact references must be optimized for the humanoid robot such that the resulting

contacts can support the robot with stability. We denote the contact positions on the robot

link bodies, as Xi and the desired contact reference on the obstacle, as Xo
i are shown in

Figure 4.11. Here X ∈ R6 represents the 6D contact vector containing both the position and
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orientation information as in (4.18).

X = [x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw] (4.18)

These contact positions are represented in the world frame. Next, we define the costs

necessary for the optimizing the contact positions for the multi-contact task.

Fig. 4.11: The contact positions on the robot body links and obstacle are marked.

Optimization costs for contact stability: We use the contact stability measures

described in the precious section for defining the contact optimization costs. We can compute

the contact stability for the robot link bodies like LHand, RHand, etc., if in contact with the

obstacle surface, using the projected distance of its associated support mass positions. The

costs for the contact stability, Ls, for optimizing the whole body solution for stability at the

multi-contacts is given by (4.19).

Ls =
n∑
i=1

‖ Xi − Ŝoi ‖ (4.19)

min
X ∈ R6

Ls such that Xi|Os (4.20)

Os(x, y, z) =

{
z = zo

∣∣∣∣ x ∈ [xmin, xmax], y ∈ [ymin, ymax]

}
(4.21)

where Ŝoi is the projected position of the supported masses, Os is obstacle surface bounds

given by the surface equation in (4.21). zo is the obstacle’s height and [xmin, xmax], [ymin, ymax]

represents the XY boundaries of the obstacle top surface plane.
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With the summation in Ls, the optimization costs includes the contact stability for all

the new contacts. We initialize the contact references for multi-contact tasks QP solver with

the desired contact positions Xo
i on the obstacle surface. We can solve for the IK solution

using QP solver for the reference contacts. Next, we optimize the contact positions, Xi by

minimizing the cost Ls as in (4.20). The surface bounds in the contact optimization, given by

(4.21) enforces that the optimized contact points stay on the obstacle surface. The support

mass positions are obtained using the forward kinematics positions with the IK solution, to

compute the projected support mass positions Ŝoi and the optimization cost, Ls. We continue

with the process of optimizing the contacts and subsequently solving IK with QP solver as in

(4.22), until the cost, Ls is sufficiently minimized to a set threshold.

QP
IK−→ Optimize

Contacts−−−−−→ QP
IK−→ . . . (4.22)

We terminate the optimization process at that point, and repeat it for the next contact

sequence. The orientation at the contact positions are not optimized and we use the orientation

data obtained from the task demonstrations. Since, the obstacle is on the XY plane and has

a flat contact surface, the contact positions are constrained in the z direction i.e., it is subject

to the obstacle height zo by the contact optimization. The contacts are only optimized in

the [x, y] directions while searching for the stable contacts on the obstacle. If the obstacle

considered is not flat, its surface normal ~n can be used to impose constraints on the robot

body link orientation. We solve for all the contact references to generate stable solutions.

However, if the optimizer fails to find a stable solution, we skip that contact sequence and

consider the next sequence. The contact reference positions from the demonstrations are

optimized to find stable contact position references with IK solutions for the climbing task.

For optimizing the contact reference position given by demonstrations, we use one of the

methods discussed in the next section.

4.3.1 Optimization Methods for Multi-Contact Planning

Gradient Descent:

We use the line search strategy which is an iterative approach to find a local minimum X∗

of an objective function. The line search approach first finds a descent direction along which

the objective function Ls will be reduced and then computes a step size pk that determines

how far X should move along that direction. Algorithm 1 steps describes the line search

algorithm using the gradient descent approach. The descent direction can be computed by

various methods, such as gradient descent, Quasi-Newton method, etc. The step size can be

determined either exactly or approximately.
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Algorithm 1: Gradient descent line search

1 Initial guess X0 for the minimum
2 repeat
3 Compute the descent direction, pk

4 Choose αk to minimize the cost, ∇Ls

5 Update Xk+1 = Xk + αkpk

6 until Ls < tolerance

where αk is a positive scalar known as the step length and pk defines the step direction.

We start the gradient descent algorithm with an initial guess of the reference contact

positions Xo
i on the obstacle obtained from the demonstrated data. The gradient descent

update rule using stability costs for Xi is defined as

Xi := Xi − α∇Ls (4.23)

where α is the learning rate for the gradient descent algorithm. The gradient of Ls can be

computed as

∇Ls = 2
n∑
i=1

(Xi − Ŝoi ) (4.24)

We solve for the IK solution with task formation as described before using the contact

sequence associated with Xo
i . If the references are not reachable i.e., solution error occurs,

the QP forces the solution to search only within the reachable reference. The algorithm

subsequently searches for stable contact references. Using the joint solution we compute the

Ŝoi support link projected position for the contact link i, and plug into the gradient descent

partial derivative, as in (4.24). We perform the gradient descent update on the contact

references using the update function(4.23), and then compute the IK solution from the new

contact references for the robot link. We repeat this process of updating all the contact

references in the current contact state until Ls is minimized sufficiently. This generates stable

contact positions with joint solutions for the humanoid robot.

We then repeat this for the next set of contact inputs in the sequence of movements. The

selection of the learning rate is a trial and error process. The learning rate selected for the

gradient descent is α = 0.1. Optimization times for generating each intermediate stable

posture were in the range of 4-5 minutes with over 150-200 iterations. Search optimization

for generating all the intermediate postures using 8 input contact sequences demonstrated

takes about 40 minutes. The entire process duration depends on the number of input contact

sequences to be converted into a set of statically stable poses or key-frames.
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Limited-memory BFGS (L-BFGS) Method: The L-BFGS method is a class of

optimization methods based on the Quasi-Newton’s method. This method for line search

converges faster than gradient descent methods in fewer iterations. The L-BFGS method

limits the memory requirements for the optimization. We use an off-the-shelf optimization

library, namely Dlib (King (2009)), to formulate our multi-contact optimization problem. We

define the contact optimization costs for the solver using the stability cost function (4.20).

By selecting the L-BFGS method, we avoid the problem of choosing the learning rate in the

gradient descent methods. With the L-BFGS method, we needed less than 100 iterations per

stable posture generation, taking about 3 minutes. We have two strategies for terminating

the optimization process as soon as optimal results are found. Search optimization time for

generating all intermediate postures with 8 demonstrated contact sequence, takes about 20

minutes.

Stopping methods for the optimizations:

Delta-objective stop : The delta-objective stop strategy looks at the change in the objective

function from one iteration to the other and bases its decision on how large this change is. If

the change is below a given set threshold, then the search stops. However, we found that this

method may be unsuitable since the algorithm can get stuck or terminate early before an

optimal solution is found.

Gradient norm stop: The decision strategy observes at the norm of the current gradient

vector and stops if it is smaller than a user-defined threshold. This stop strategy method will

only consider a search to be complete if the current gradient norm is less than min norm.

Along with this, we add a maximum number of iterations to stop the optimization when the

number of iteration steps exceeds the defined maximum iteration.

4.3.2 Cost Functions for Fast Optimization

The selection of the cost function influences the speed of the optimization for posture

generation. Faster optimization times can enable the stable postures to be generated in near

real-time. Notably, the cost function’s smoothness, discontinuity, and steepness can influence

the performance of the optimization. We graphed the cost functions for the optimization

costs for a single contact defined, i.e., as the norm of the distance shown in Figure 4.12. To

let the contact optimization costs converge faster we can use a weighted norm function for

the costs, with weight, ωi, given as in (4.25). The plot shows the cost function for a single

contact using weighted norm with ω1 = 5.0, as in Figure 4.12.

Ls = ωi

n∑
i=1

‖ Xi − Ŝoi ‖ (4.25)
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In comparison to the norm costs, the weighted norm costs can be steeper with a faster

rate of change, by the selecting weights, ωi > 1.0. The costs with weighted norm converge

faster for the optimization of the contact references. The optimization times improve by a

factor of ω and reducing the time necessary for posture generated.
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Fig. 4.12: The optimization cost using norm function is plotted in red. The optimization cost using weighted
norm function is plotted in blue.

4.3.3 Contact Transition Posture Generation

We have optimized the desired positions to generate stable contact poses, i.e., stable contact

key-frames for the humanoid robot to climb on an obstacle. We need to generate quasi-static

postures for transitions between these intermediate key-frame poses. This is owed to the

fact that the set of postures (i.e., joint configurations) resulting from a mere trajectory

interpolation of these key-frames does not satisfy the static stability criteria, resulting in

unstable motions for the robot. We refer back to the Section 4.2.3 where we introduced the

contact stability, to describe how to generate the transition postures. In a multi-contact based

locomotion, while transitioning from one contact sequence to another, new contacts are made,

and old contacts are broken. In this transition phase, the robot must be supported by other

existing stable contacts. During this phase, two conditions must be met as follows

1. The robot must be supported by stable contacts given by Csup

2. The new contact must be in reach-to-support mode to avoid the robot falling at contact.

Condition 2 is also applicable to contact breaking, so when the contacts are made, the

corresponding robot link must be in the reach-to-support mode so as to reduce impacts while

making contact.
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1 2

Fig. 4.13: Two contact stable key-frames 1 and 2 used to generate the transition postures.

Consider the set of two key-frame postures shown in Figure 4.13. Here two contacts are

needed for the transition between postures in the picture, and we therefore need two paths

p1, p2 for the corresponding robot body links. We plan for one contact transition motion at a

time. Let the path for the motion between the contact positions be given by the path vector

~p as in (4.26) w.r.t. the world.

~p =
p1 − p2

||p1 − p2||
(4.26)

We need to constrain the orientation of the robot body link at contacts such that the contact

is in reach-to-support mode to allow smooth transition between the contacts. Here using

the path vector and the robot base rotation Rb w.r.t. world, we can compute the desired

orientation at the contact link by mapping the orientation as in (4.27).

[pitch, roll, yaw]T = φR−1
b ~p (4.27)

We set the contact angle to φ = 25◦ at the link to impose reach-to-support mode. The

mapping given by (4.27) w.r.t. to the robot’s pose, provides the desired orientation at the

contact point. We are relaxing the stability costs invariantly here to impose reach-to-support

mode for the contacts made. However, the remaining contacts given by Csup are still in stable

mode. In addition to the robot stability, we need to optimize the pelvis position such that the

CoM position is within the support polygon of contacts given by Csup. The support polygon is

approximated as an ellipse by fitting data points of the polygon’s convex hull to an ellipse. We

optimize the CoM position to stay within/on the ellipse, by minimizing the pelvis positions

[x, y] as in (4.28) to keep the robot in a quasi-static stable posture. The generated contact

transition postures between two key-frames poses in Figure 4.13 are shown with a series of

snapshots in Figure 4.14.

min
pelvis ∈ R2

∑
‖ dCoM − s ‖ (4.28)
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where dCOM is the total COM distance to two foci of the approximate support ellipse, and

s is the string length of the ellipse i.e., any point on the ellipse satisfies the string length (sum

of foci’s distance) constraint.

Fig. 4.14: Statically stable transition postures generated between the key-frames. Postures 1-6 show planned
path for contact transition at left hand, and 7-12 show planned transition postures for right hand.
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We define additional Cartesian task for updating pelvis position as given by the CoM

optimization. The pelvis task is defined by using its associated Jacobian expressed in the

reference common supporting link. The pelvis task is formulated as a soft priority task in the

QP formulation, in order to avoid an ill-defined QP formulation with hard priority.

4.4 Motion Planning

4.4.1 Collision-free Motion Planning

After generating transition postures between intermediate stable key-frame poses, a motion

planner interpolates solutions to generate the trajectory for the humanoid robot. It is crucial

to avoid the undesired collisions during the execution of the interpolated joint trajectories.

We define a motion primitive as an arc considering the obstacle height, hobs. Also, since the

desired contact points of the path lie on the obstacle’s top surface in the XY plane.

d

h

d

h

Obstacle

cp1 cp2 cp2cp1

P(t) P(t)

Fig. 4.15: The motion primitive P (t) defined as an arc with height h is shown on the left. The adapted
motion path P (t) for avoiding the obstacle is plotted with red (right).

Let the motion path, P (t) between any two desired contact reference positions cp1 and cp2,

be defined by an arced path with an arc height h, as in (4.29) using the obstacle height, hobs
and safety height, hsafe. The resulting arced motion path is shown in Figure 4.15 on the left.

h = max

(
1

2
||cp1 − cp2||, hobs + hsafe

)
(4.29)

Now we sample this motion path with five or more control points, then solve for path

solutions (IK). The robot body link associated with the contact reference is checked for collision

with the obstacle at all intermediate points excluding the initial and the final reference points.

If we are checking for a collision of the robot’s knee, we also verify it for robot links that are

lower in the kinematic chain, such as the foot. In the event of a collision, or if the distance

between the link and obstacles, Pdist is less than safety margin of the path psafe, we apply

safety offsets along the collision surface normal, ~n to mitigate any collisions in the motion
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path as in (4.30).

P (t) = Pdist(t) + psafe ∗ ~n (4.30)

We obtain Pdist using the FCL module which computes the distance to collision between

the robot body links and the obstacle. We select the safety height hsafe as 0.05m and the

path safety distance psafe as 0.01m, after tuning these variables experimentally in Gazebo

simulations. The adapted motion primitive in the event of a collision with an obstacle, is

shown in Figure 4.15 on right. Here we find that in the collision planning, we need not pay

heed to the orientation aspect since our demonstrated references and strategy encodes this

well into the orientation data.

The collision-free planning and posture generation, avoiding collisions while planning for

the contacts on the obstacle at the left knee, is shown in Figure 4.16. The top four subfigures

contained in Figure 4.17, show that there was a collision at the left leg in the initially planned

motion for the left knee given by the arc path. We then include the path safety margin and

update the motion path P (t), to avoid any unintended collision midway before reaching the

contact reference for the left knee. The bottom four subfigures contained within Figure 4.16,

depict a set of planned motions, with no collisions along the path for the left knee.

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Fig. 4.16: The snapshots (top, 1-4) show the path while planning motions obtained with interpolation in the
joint space for the left-knee contact, here we have collisions at the left foot and knee. The snapshots (bottom,
1-4) show a collision-free path generated by our motion planner after updating the motion path to include
safety margins for avoiding collisions along the motion path. The motion path is indicated with a green line.

4.5 Simulation Results

The multi-contact motion planning algorithm for climbing over an obstacle task is applied on

the COMAN. For our simulations, we use a Gazebo simulator with a virtual world environment

as shown in Figure 4.17. The virtual world includes a wooden obstacle of a cuboidal shape
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used for the climbing task, and the COMAN is placed in front of the wooden obstacle. The

height of the obstacle in the world is h = 0.275m, whereas COMAN’s knee height is slightly

higher at 0.291m. The mismatch in the obstacle height used in demonstration and simulation

is optimized by our multi-contact motion planner with knowledge about the dimensions of

the obstacle used in the simulated environment.

Fig. 4.17: A virtual world with a wooden obstacle for the COMAN to climb over via multi-contact motion
planning is shown in the Gazebo simulator.

The motion controller used for controlling humanoid robot for the multi-contact task, is

shown in Figure 4.18. The initial configuration of the COMAN robot and the dimensions

of the obstacle as a parameter along with the contact sequences Cn, is optimized by the

multi-contact planner, which generates a set of stable contact solutions, followed by the

attainment of the statically stable transition postures.

Fig. 4.18: Block diagram of the motion controller along with a pipeline for generating the optimized
solutions, to control the humanoid robot for the multi-contact task.

The motion planner then plans for a collision-free solution for the robot. The resulting

solutions are interpolated by a cubic spline with a velocity profile to generate the joint reference

positions qref for the PID position controller. The maximum velocity for the velocity profile of
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the splines is set at v = 0.05 rad/s for the position interpolation, such that the robot motions

are statically stable. The generated reference positions were sent to the controller at 1 KHz.

The climbing task was successfully performed in simulations as shown in Figure 4.19. The

simulation and optimization were run on an Intel Core i7 @ 2.5 GHz processor with 16 GB

RAM. Since the solutions are generated off-line and then executed on the robot, we observe

some of its influences on the task execution, such as contact losses, that are occasionally

encountered. However, the latter does not affect the overall stability of the robot nor does it

impede the performance due to the multi-contact behavior/approach used for the task. Our

simulation of the robot climbing the obstacle experiment involves a multitude of physical

contacts with the obstacle, and due to the static nature of the task execution on the robot,

these impacts are reduced at the contacts.

Fig. 4.19: This is a sequence of screenshots taken while the COMAN is climbing on top of the wooden
obstacle in the simulated world.
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4.6 Experimental Results

For the experiments, a wooden obstacle in the shape of a cuboid is used for the obstacle-

climbing task. The obstacle height can be adjusted to allow different setups for carrying

out the experiments. The COMAN is placed at a fixed distance of 0.23m from the wooden

obstacle. The COMAN robot used here is slightly different than the one used in the simulation

experiment. The robot used here has 29 DOFs with an additional three DOFs in each of the

robot arms. The humanoid robot arm ends still have the support ball instead of hands, which

helps to execute the climbing task.

We run two experimental scenarios with height variations i.e., 0.25m and 0.31m for the

wooden obstacle as shown in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.24. In each case, we provide our

multi-contact motion planner with the obstacle’s dimensions as a parameter, to enforce the

contact surface bounds while generating the optimized contact positions. The multi-contact

planner then generates the optimized postures at all the intermediate stages with stable

contact points on the obstacle. It is possible that the stable postures generated can be

ill-defined due to unintended collisions for a few contact sequences. Such sequences can be

removed, and the following next consequence is kept in the solutions. Finally, after generating

the transition postures, the motion planner outputs collision-free transition movements for

the task. The solutions are interpolated as described in the simulation section, to generate

the complete optimized solution for the COMAN robot to climb on the wooden obstacle in

the real world.

Although the wooden obstacle surface is a cuboid, its surface is not consistently flat, i.e.,

the height variations are in the range of 0.01m to 0.03m. This causes the robot contact

positions to undershoot from the desired positions when the obstacle height is lower, and

similarly to overshoot and penetrate the obstacle when it is higher. This makes the robot drift

at the contact points during the climbing task execution, while it can also lose the ground

contact at the feet during parts of the task execution. This was a challenge for us to overcome

since the drift in the predetermined contact positions destabilized the stable posture of the

COMAN robot. However, with some additional support grips at the robot’s contact points,

we were able to continue with the next few steps of the task.

Compliance is vital because every contact step taken by the humanoid robot on the obstacle

creates an impact on its whole body. This shock is harmful to the robot and the motor

torques will approach their saturation limits. The COMAN has passive compliance built

into its mechanism at the joints such as torso, knees, hips, elbow and shoulders. The PID

controllers were unsuitable for such multi-contact interaction tasks, owing to their proclivity

for inducing high joint impedances.
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Fig. 4.20: Block diagram of the motion controller with a mixed control scheme for controlling the humanoid
robot to perform a multi-contact task. The mixed control scheme has two parts: A joint PID controller and
an Impedance joint controller with compliance to control a disjoint set of the joint positions of the robot.

To address this challenge we use a mixed control scheme for controlling the humanoid

robot, as shown in Figure 4.20. We selected a group of joints q′s to be operated in impedance

control mode, while the other joints, qs, in PID control mode. We enable impedance for

the joints which undergo obstacle contacts such as the elbow joints and knee joints. We

attained a level of compliance through impedance control with the optimized solutions as the

references for the joints. The controllers that are within the COMAN’s firmware, rely upon

motor positions for feedback, since the utilization of solely joint (link) position feedback on

joints powered by series elastic actuators, causes instability. The impedance controller used

for applying motor voltages is given as

τm = Kstiff (θ
′
s − θ) +Kdamp(θ̇

′
s − θ̇) (4.31)

where θ and θ̇ denotes the motor positions and velocities respectively, θ′s and θ̇′s denotes

the desired motor positions and velocities respectively and τm represents the motor voltages.

The PID controllers used for the remaining joints, qs, were tuned with ziegler-nichols

method and the corresponding PID gains, Kp = 200, Kd = 20, Ki = 3 were found. The

impedance controller used for select joints q′s are given as in (4.31), with the gains as in

Table 4.5. The impedance controller gains were selected using Routh-Hurwitz criterion with

a desired stiffness and damping and proved to be stable in various scenarios throughout the

experiments.

Table 4.5: Impedance Controller Gains

Gains Torso (yaw, roll) Knees Elbows

Kstiff 68.41 61.2 62
Kdamp 15.5 12.0 11.45
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The joint stiffness and damping were kept constant for the compliance mode. We divide

the motion into phases as given by the contact transition for the quasi-static postures. With

the mixed control scheme, which using both position and impedance control mode, we were

able to run our optimization solutions successfully to complete the obstacle climbing task,

while the controllers adjusted to uncertainties at the contact points. After the first phase,

when the robot arms are in contact with the obstacle, we let the ankle and roll joints in the

legs to be in a self-positioning scheme i.e., the joints references θd were allowed to change as

in (4.32), to adapt for the terrain changes. This allowed the foot contacts with ground to be

intact.

θd = θ (4.32)

We show the following successful experimental scenarios where the COMAN was able to

climb on the wooden obstacle as follows.

4.6.1 Obstacle Height set at 0.25m

Fig. 4.21: Experimental setup for COMAN for climbing wooden obstacle set at a height of 0.25m.

Initially, we set the height of the wooden obstacle to a medium value of 0.25m. The dimensions

of the obstacle along with the initial position of the COMAN robot from the wooden obstacle

are used as optimization parameters for multi-contact motion planning. The resulting set of

stable contact solutions, by optimization of the contact sequences Cn by the multi-contact

planner, is shown in Figure 4.22. We see that the robot skips a few input contact sequences

in the demonstration since the stable contacts were not found or the solution is found to be
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ill-defined, which is also owed to the unintended collisions at that position. Nevertheless, it

succeeds in finding stable postures for all other remaining contact references, as shown in the

human demonstrations. We see that here the knees had to lift up to avoid colliding with

the front face of the wooden obstacle. The successful execution of the climbing task for the

wooden obstacle height set at 0.25m is shown in Figure 4.23.

Fig. 4.22: Intermediate stable postures/key-frames generated for COMAN climbing a wooden obstacle of
0.25m. Only 6 intermediate key-frames have maximum stability at the new contacts, obtained from the given
8 contact sequence. Using these key frames the transition postures are generated for the collision-free motion
planner.
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Fig. 4.23: COMAN successfully climbs on a wooden obstacle set at a height of 0.25m in a series of snapshots.
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4.6.2 Obstacle Height set at 0.31m

Fig. 4.24: Experimental setup for COMAN for climbing a wooden obstacle set at a height of 0.31m.

Now we go further and set a slightly greater height for the obstacle at 0.31m, which exceeds

the knee length of the COMAN robot. The obstacle dimensions and robot’s relative position

are used as optimization parameter for our multi-contact motion planner to compute the

optimized solutions.

The optimized stable contact poses generated through optimization of the given contact

sequences are shown in Figure 4.25. The robot was able to find stable solutions for all the

input contact sequences, except a few in the demonstration since the stable contacts were

not found. Here the COMAN robot mimics similar motions from the demonstrations while

making use of the demonstrated reference to complete the climbing task. We see that here

also the knees had to lift up more than in the previous cases, to avoid colliding with the front

face of the wooden obstacle. The successful execution of the scaling task for the wooden

obstacle height set at 0.31m is shown in Figure 4.26.

We see that our multi-contact motion planner adapts the demonstrated contact references

to modifications in the obstacle height. However, beyond a height of h = 0.31m or lower

than h = 0.25m for the obstacle climbing, our multi-contact planner for the humanoid robot

COMAN will need different strategies for climbing the obstacle.
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Fig. 4.25: Intermediate stable postures/key-frames generated for the COMAN climbing a wooden obstacle
of 0.31m. These intermediate key-frames have maximum stability at the new contacts, obtained optimizing
the given 8 contact sequence. The key-frames with collisions and unstable contacts are ignored. Using these
key frames the transition postures are generated for the collision-free motion planner.
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Fig. 4.26: COMAN successfully climbs on a wooden obstacle set at a height of 0.31m, shown in a series of
snapshots.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we presented the multi-contact planning algorithm for humanoid robots from

the demonstrations of the task. We showed that our multi-contact motion planner could

directly work with the analyzed human motion data to formulate multi-contact tasks. We

defined a novel stability measure for the newly-established contacts, which does not take

into account the forces at the contacts for planning stable contacts. We make use of the

postural task to mimic the demonstrated postures for the humanoid robot, which keeps the

whole-body solution space closer to the demonstrated ones. We also add collision avoidance for

internal robot links through position-constraint mechanisms. We introduced a multi-contact

optimization method using the contact stability criteria, to optimize the contact positions

for the multi-contact task. We employ a line-search algorithm, using two methods, namely

gradient descent and L-BFGS optimization. The L-BFGS optimization method outperformed

the gradient methods the added advantage that it did not require the tuning of parameters

pertaining to the learning rate. The stable contact poses or key-frames were obtained from

the optimization. The intermediate transition postures between these key-frames were solved

using the contact stability measure, along with position constraints to maintain the COM

under the support polygon of the humanoid robot. Finally, a motion planner generates a

collision-free optimized solution for the robot to follow.

We applied the multi-contact motion planning algorithm for the task of climbing over a

large obstacle. We validated the results in a Gazebo simulation environment with the robot

controlled in joint-position control with a velocity profile. We also set up experiments with a

wooden obstacle with adjustable heights set at 0.25m and 0.31m, for the climbing task. We

proposed a mixed control scheme with an impedance controller along with a PID controller,

such that the joints under contacts can undergo some compliance to give in to the obstacle,

while still executing the multi-contact task.
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CHAPTER 5

Generalization of Multi-Contact Motion

Planning

The Multi-Contact Motion Planner was shown to transfer the demonstrated skill to the

COMAN for climbing over a large obstacle directly through optimization of the contact

plan. The task demonstrations provided a fixed contact plan for our multi-contact motion

planner to plan for the motions of humanoid robot from an initial state to a goal state, in a

fixed environment. It was also shown that the given contacts could be optimized for slight

changes in the obstacle dimensions, although for any significant changes in the obstacle, the

contact plan strategy needs to be adapted for the task. This is due to the input of our

multi-contact motion planner which is directly the contact plan itself. Therefore, the planner

is unable to generate new multi-contact plans to the changes in the obstacle dimensions or

other constraints in the environment, such as narrow/blocked passages around the obstacle or

modified task goals.

Generalization of multi-contact plans is essential for the multi-contact motion planner to

generate new or to adapt the multi-contact plans, for humanoid robot doing a multi-contact

task. Especially when the multi-contact task require the contact plans to be repeatedly

generated for traversing through a path and to counter the uncertainties at the contacts which

can alter the results of the planned motion. For instance, consider the case of a child climbing

stairs using multiple contacts over its limbs, as shown in Figure 5.1. Here as the number of

steps to climb increases, new contact plans must be generated to accomplish the climbing task

until the desired goal state is reached. We propose two methods in this chapter to handle this

contact planning problem.
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Fig. 5.1: A child climbing the stairs using its arms, knees and feet in a series of snapshots.

In order to address this problem, we propose to learn a policy from the demonstration to

extract the multi-contact behavior. The learned policy is called demo policy which captures

the task demonstrations as an evolution of the robot state and action pairs. A block-diagram

of multi-contact motion planner with a demo policy is shown in Figure 5.2.

Fig. 5.2: Multi-contact motion planning with a demo policy.

We define the terminologies necessary for building a policy from the task demonstrations

like robot states, actions and the robot environment as follows:

Robot State, s: The robot state, s, given in (5.1), is defined as a vector of contact points,

pi, given in (5.2), which can occur over the n robot links, li. The contact points contain both

the position and orientation information defined w.r.t. the world. Along with the contact

positions, the robot state also includes the robot pelvis position and orientation, pb as in (5.1).

s =
[
p1 p2 . . . pn pb

]
(5.1)

pi =
[
x y z α β γ

]
(5.2)

where [x, y, z] are link positions and [α, β, γ] denote the roll, pitch and yaw angles of the link

orientation.
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Actions, a: The actions observed from the task demonstration consist of contact actions at

the robot links or body surfaces li. The set of actions in the demo policy after mapping it to

the robot links, are both left and right elbow, knee, foot and hand contact actions. In general,

the contact actions over the robot links, li are denoted as ai, where i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Robot Environment, E: The robot environment denoted as E consists of an obstacle, O

and the ground, G. We use a cuboid-shaped obstacle and allow the contacts to occur over the

top surface of the obstacle. The obstacle is represented by an equation for the contact plane

of the top surface in (5.3), assuming that the obstacle is placed on the XY plane. Similarly

the ground surface G of the robot environment is represented by the surface plane equation

in (5.4).

Os(x, y, z) =

{
z = zo

∣∣∣∣ x ∈ [xomin, xomax], y ∈ [yomin, yomax]

}
(5.3)

Gs(x, y, z) =

{
z = zg

∣∣∣∣ x ∈ [xgmin, xgmax], y ∈ [ygmin, ygmax]

}
(5.4)

where zo is the obstacle’s height and [xomin, xomax], [yomin, yomax] represents the XY bound-

aries of the obstacle’s top surface plane. zg is the position of the ground plane level and

[xgmin, xgmax], [ygmin, ygmax] represents the XY boundaries of the ground surface plane.

We have listed the variables of the demo policy, i.e., the finite set of actions, robot states

and environment states. Now we describe how to construct a policy as an evolution of the

robot state and action pairs from the demonstrations of the task.

5.1 Learning Policy from Demonstrations

The algorithm used to build a policy from demonstrations of the task as an evolution of the

robot state and actions, is described here. To map the robot interaction with the environment

through multiple contacts, we identify the robot states’ relation with the environment marked

using G, M, O accordingly. We use notation G, when the robot links have ground contacts

only, O if the robot links have obstacle contacts only and M if the robot links have both

ground and obstacle contacts. This allows the policy to not only monitor the robot’s states

through the contact positions, but also their interactions with the surrounding objects in

the environment. Algorithm 1 describes the steps utilized in the Policy from Demonstration

method to generate the demo policy. To begin with, we record the robot’s initial position

along with the initial robot body links in contact and the desired goal position of the task.

The demo policy for humanoid robot describes the demonstrated optimal policy to reach the

fixed goal state from a fixed initial state. The demo policy is denoted as πd∗(s, a), where s is

the robot state, and a is the action taken by the robot.
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Algorithm 1: Policy from Demonstration

Input: Robot states, s from demonstration and Environment, E = {G, M, O}
Output: Demo policy πd∗(s, a)

1 Add ground contacts manually for foot links at the initial and goal state
2 Run through robot states s starting at initial state
3 repeat
4 Identify robot body links li in contact at obstacle surface Os with contact depth threshold zthresh:
5 if |z − zo| < ±zthresh then
6 Add obstacle contact at robot body link li
7 Store the contact position and orientation info and annotate state as si
8 Map the robot states to environment as G, M, O
9 Identify and annotate the next state as si+1 using steps 4 to 9

10 Detect action ai for state transition si+1 by comparing robot links li in contact between si and si+1:
11 if new robot link li is in contact then
12 Add action ai corresponding to robot link li motion
13 else if same contacts between states then
14 Compute distances between contacts p1 and p2 at robot links, as di = ||p1 − p2||
15 Add action ai corresponding to contact with max distance, dm = max(d1, d2, ..., dn)

16 if current state 6= previous state then
17 Append new {state, action} pair to the demo policy

18 until goal state reached

Example: Let us consider the case of overcoming an obstacle : A demonstration

of overcoming a table obstacle is shown with a few snapshots, as in Figure 5.4. The dimensions

of the table used in the demonstration are l = 1.7m, b = 0.9m, h = 0.6m. The demonstrations

for overcoming an obstacle task are tracked with optical markers and recorded by an Opti-Track

system, as was previously described.
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Fig. 5.3: The plot (left) shows the tracked positions of the individual markers on the limbs and obstacle
during the demonstration, indicated with different colors. The plot (right) shows the identified contact
positions of the right elbow (RElbow). The black circle indicates start, green circle is goal and red circles
show the RElbow contacts on the obstacle surface, found using the condition in step 4 of algorithm 1.
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The demonstration shows a novel way of enabling humanoid robot to assume a quadrupedal

stance for overcoming an obstacle, by climbing on it, then crawling over the length of the

obstacle with a rotation midway, and finally getting down at other end. The plots show the

tracked position all of the optical markers on the limbs, as in Figure 5.3 on left. By running

through the tracked positions of the limbs given by the demonstrations, we detect the obstacle

contacts by comparing if the positions satisfy the obstacle surface equation in (5.2) with

depth condition zo ± zthresh The red circles indicate the obstacle contacts detected for the

right elbow positions, as shown in Figure 5.3 on right.

Fig. 5.4: The demonstration of overcoming a table is shown at different contact stages in a series of snapshots.
The contacts occurring in the contact sequence are indicated with the XYZ frames. The demonstrator shows
climbing on the table, then crawling over the obstacle’s length and finally getting down at the other end of
the obstacle.

Now we use the “Learning Policy from Demonstrations” algorithm to generate a fixed

demo policy from the demonstration data pertaining to the overcoming of an obstacle. A

portion of the state, action transitions of the demo policy generated for the task, is depicted

in Figure 5.5.
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Fig. 5.5: State transition of the demo policy from the demonstrations of overcoming a table obstacle.

The task demonstrations gives humanoid robot a fixed contact plan to reach the goal

state from an initial state. This fixed demo policy is an optimal policy which represents the

sequences of states and actions needed to perform the demonstrated task. The demo policy

essentially captures the different set of contact plans needed for the robot to traverse the

environment for overcoming an obstacle. The resulting state transitions from the demo policy

show the evolution of {state, action} pairs in relation to the environment, to reach the goal

state. The state s0 ∈ G represents the initial state and sn ∈ G represents the goal state, as

shown in Figure 5.5.

Ground

Obstacle

Start Goal

Defined
Region

Fig. 5.6: Optimal policy from the demonstrations of overcoming-obstacle task. The starting position, goal
position and the region where the policy is defined are indicated.

Since the demonstrations only shows an optimal policy for the task, the demo policy is

defined at only certain regions of the state space for the robot in the environment as shown

in Figure 5.6. Furthermore, the robot states’ interaction with the environment SE, can be

combined and denoted as follows:

1. SG, if all robot contacts lie on the ground surface

2. SO, if all robot contacts lie on the obstacle surface

3. SM, represents the mixed robot contact state where some contacts lie on the ground

while others lie on the obstacle
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The robot actions for depicting the contacts at the left hand, right hand, left elbow, right

elbow, left knee and right knee are represented as: {aLHand, aRHand, aLElbow, aRElbow, aLKnee,

aRKnee}. The outcome of the learning process i.e., the optimal policy is stored as a table for

mapping the states to actions.

5.2 Policy Generalization

Fig. 5.7: Multi-contact motion planning with a general policy.

The demonstration for overcoming an obstacle shown here involves multiple sequences of

contacts for humanoid robot’s locomotion in the environment. The differences in the physical

dimensions between the demonstrator and the robot, in addition to the differences in the

obstacle dimensions, will cause the demo policy with a fixed sequence of {state, action} pairs,

to only partially transfer the demonstrated task to the humanoid robot. This warrants the

need for generalizing the fixed policy for successful execution of the task. The block diagram

for the general policy is shown in Figure 5.7.

The temporal-difference learning techniques of reinforcement learning uses Markov Decision

Process (MDP), which can directly learn from the raw experiences given a model of the

environment dynamics [Sutton and Barto (1998)]. A MDP is defined as a 4-tuple {S, A, P,

R} where S is a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions available from each state, P

specifies the probabilistic of state transition function and R is the reward function. A policy,

π(S,A) indicates the action choice at every state, which is updated after evaluating the cost

of executing the action at each state, known as value iteration. However the value iteration

process of evaluating policy in a high DOF system along with several contact actions, results

in a combinatorial explosion, which is infeasible to be evaluated in a finite time. Temporally

extended actions are usually effective in speeding up the reinforcement learning. We present a
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policy learning mechanism for constructing such state, actions policy by adapting the options

framework (Sutton et al. (1999)), in a finite Markov Decision Process (MDP). The options

framework allows the definition of temporally extended actions in a MDP. Formally, an option

o is a triple {Io, φo, βo}, where Io ⊂ S is the set of states where the option is available, φo is

the option’s policy and βo is the probability of the option terminating at each state. When

an option o is started in state s ∈ Io, the policy πo is followed until the option is terminated,

as dictated by βo.

Here we address the policy generalization using the temporally extended actions and

exploiting the knowledge about our environment states, where the same demonstrated actions

could be applied as long as the robot state belongs to the same object defined by the demo

policy. In this manner, we can essentially reduce the necessity for exploring and storing large

state-actions spaces computed at every discrete state. The is due to the experiences embedded

in the demo policy which gives info about the future actions to be taken for the robot states,

along with the interaction between the robot and environment states which assist in future

action selections. Using these experiences, we can generalize the demo policy with a policy

learning method and some additional functions for multi-contact behavior. Since it also

depends on environmental changes, the general policy must adapt actions to reach the goal.

5.2.1 Policy-Contraction Learning Method

We propose a novel Policy-Contraction Learning method for a robot to learn a general policy

from an existing policy. The method must efficiently learn from the experiences embedded

in the existing demo policy. Using these embedded experiences in the demo policy, we can

search for key features of actions (action-sets/action-cycles) taken in an existing policy. By

mapping these key features of actions to the robot state environment, we can represent these

action-sets as options o for the robot to take in a state. Also using a general representation for

robot environment state, we can define set of states, Io where these actions can be executed.

The key idea of our Policy-Contraction Learning method is searching for repetitive action-

cycles, which implies that the learning method is essentially trying to exploit the symmetrical

action attributes of bio-inspired robots like humanoids. These repetitive action cycles encode

the knowledge of symmetrical actions used by human beings. The objective of the Policy-

Contraction Learning method is to find repetitive action cycles and contract the demo policy

as a general policy.

The action-cycles found by the Policy-Contraction Learning method can be represented as

shown in Figure 5.8. In figure, ac represents the action-cycle associated with the robot state

environment SE and e represents the terminal condition, upon which the robot assumes a new

state in the policy. The robot in a state s ∈ SE, can execute actions ai in the action-cycle

ac. The actions in the action-cycles can be repeated until a termination condition e is met.
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Algorithm 2 describes the Policy-Contraction Learning method to construct a general policy.

SE

ac

e

Fig. 5.8: A representative repetitive key-feature, {State, action-cycle} extracted from the demo policy.

Algorithm 2: Policy-Contraction Learning Method

Input: Demo policy πd∗(s, a)
Output: General-policy πg∗(s, a), N (µ, σ2) w.r.t. objects in environment

1 Initialize general policy πg∗

2 Run through demo policy πd∗(s, a) from initial position
3 repeat
4 Identify action cycle aci at robot environment state SE with ACTION-CYCLE(πd∗, next)
5 Learn robot base/pelvis orientation in the environment at policy with
6 N (µ, σ2), probability distribution of robot base orientation w.r.t. the obstacle
7 Append general policy with {state, action-cycle}
8 until demo policy ends at goal

ACTION-CYCLE(πd∗, next)
9 Initialize action-cycle list ac

10 Run through demo policy πd∗(s, a) from next position (si, ai)
11 repeat
12 if ai /∈ ac then
13 Append action ai to action-cycle list aci
14 else if ac 6= ∅ then
15 Create new action-cycle list ac′ by sampling next n state actions as many in ac
16 if ac==ac’ then
17 action-cycle found

18 until action-cycle found
19 return action-cycle ac

5.2.2 Example: Humanoid Robot Overcoming an Obstacle Task

The action cycles derived from symmetrical actions occurring in the demo policy are listed in

Figures 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10. The actions in the action cycle can be taken as long as robot states’

belong to same environment (G, M, O) and few other constraints defined in the next section.

Only dominant actions are encoded in action cycle, like in ac3 with elbow contacts considered

but not hand contacts. Note that the states si in the action-cycles are used only to indicate

that these actions transpire at different states of the demonstration policy.
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s0 s1 s2

aLHand aRHand

M

Fig. 5.9: Contact sequence with left and right hand contacts (left). Corresponding action cycle ac1 (right).

s0 s1 s2

aLElbow aRElbow

M
Fig. 5.10: Contact sequence with left and right elbow contacts (left). Corresponding action cycle ac2 (right).

s0 s1 s2

aLKnee

s3

aRKnee aLElbow aRElbow

O
Fig. 5.11: Contact sequence with both left and right knee, elbow contacts (left). Corresponding action cycle
ac3 (right).

The resulting general policy for the task of negotiating the obstacle is shown in Figure 5.13.

Through the application of the Policy-Contraction Learning method, we can transform the

demo policy by identifying action cycles to contract the policy into a general policy, for the

multi-contact task on a humanoid robot. During the initial phase of the demonstrations, we

find an action cycle with repetitive contacts made by the left hand and right hand, as shown

in Figure 5.9. We denote this action cycle as ac1 and contract the {state, action} with the

corresponding {state, action-cycle} i.e., {SM , ac1}. This is followed by another symmetrical
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set of contacts at the left elbow and the right elbow, as shown in Figure 5.10. We denote this

symmetrical set of contacts actions with action cycle ac2 and can contract the policy with

the {state, action-cycle} pair, {SM , ac2}. Now in the quadruped phase, we have a repetitive

contact action sequence made at the left knee, right knee, left elbow and right elbow, i.e.,

{LKnee, RKnee, LElbow, RElbow} represented as another action-cycle ac3, which is shown

in Figure 5.11, with which we can contract the policy with {SO, ac3} pair. Note that non

dominant contacts at the left and right hands are ignored in this action cycle.

We encounter these action cycles occurring throughout the demo policy, enabling us to

contract the policy into a general policy. We apply the Policy-Contraction Learning algorithm

until the demo policy is completely transformed into a general policy, containing robot

environment state associated with action-cycles {ac1, ac2, . . . , acn}, as shown in Figure 5.13.

The action cycles occuing the general policy are ac1={LHand, RHand}, ac2={LElbow,

RElbow}, ac3 ={LElbow, RElbow, LKnee, RKnee}, along with an additional action cycle at

goal state given by ac4 = {LFoot, RFoot}.

Ground

Obstacle

Mixed

ac3

ac1 / ac2

Fig. 5.12: General policy from the demo policy of overcoming-obstacle task. The policy with action-cycles
are defined both in the Mixed and Obstacle regions as indicated.

Using the general policy obtained by mapping action-cycles with robot environment states

E, we can generate contact actions necessary for the complete contact sequence from a small

subset of {SE, ac} pairs for the obstacle-overcoming task, as shown in Figure 5.12 .

SM SM SO

ac1 ac2 ac3

e e
SO

acn-1

SM

acn

e

Fig. 5.13: State transition of the general policy.
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Although we have mapped the robot state to the objects in the environment in the general

policy, as shown in Figure 5.13, we still need to incorporate how the robot base posture changes

w.r.t. to obstacle in the environment. This will appositely capture the robot interactions with

the obstacle which is essential for imitation of the demonstrated multi-contact behavior. One

of the methods that can be employed to learn how the robot posture changes, is to compute

the probability distribution of the robot base orientation w.r.t. the obstacle’s surface and

edges in the environment, over the relevant demonstrations.

We use a normal distribution method to compute the Probability Distribution Function

(PDF) of the robot base orientation. The PDF is used to encode and map the robot base

orientation changes to the robot environment states (G, M, O).For the obstacle-climbing, the

distributions of the robot base orientation w.r.t. the obstacle surface and edge are considered.

The PDF for the robot base w.r.t. the obstacle surface, NOtop and w.r.t. the obstacle edge,

NOedge are given in (5.5), (5.6).

NOtop(µ1, σ
2
1) =

1√
2πσ2

1

e−(x−µ1)2/2σ2
1 (5.5)

NOedge(µ2, σ
2
2) =

1√
2πσ2

2

e−(x−µ2)2/2σ2
2 (5.6)

where NOtop represents the probability distribution over the top surface of the obstacle

with mean µ1 and standard deviation σ1. Additionally, NOedge represents the probability

distribution along the edge of the obstacle with mean µ2 and standard deviation σ2.

The PDF for the robot base orientation Rb w.r.t. the top surface, is plotted in Figure 5.14

on the right. The PDF for the robot base orientation w.r.t. the obstacle edge, is plotted in

Figure 5.14 on the left. These quantities are vectors representing the robot base orientation

i.e., roll, pitch and yaw as [α, β, γ]. Depending on the robot’s base position in relation to

the environment, we can either select the PDFs related to obstacle edge or surface, to can

compute the resultant orientation for the robot base orientation. Moreover, we can ignore the

PDF functions if σ is large i.e., spread of the data in the distribution function is large.

Using this probability distribution from the demonstration, we can restrict and map

the orientation of the robot base to the dominant range given by the PDF functions. We

map only those variables of the robot base orientation for which the standard deviation of

the distribution is smaller, although we refrain from mapping them strictly if the standard

deviation is large, which suggests that the particular orientation (roll, pitch or yaw) has large

range acceptable for the multi-contact behavior. If we have the PDF with σ in a smaller

range as σ < π/10, then the orientation of robot base is limited to the range given by µ± σ.

Additionally, if the robot base position is such that it is closer to both the top surface and
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Fig. 5.14: Probability distribution of the robot base orientation: The PDF for the robot base orientation
while the robot is facing the obstacle edge surface (top left). The PDF for the robot base orientation while
the robot is on top of the obstacle surface (top right). Representative postures of the robot at the mean of
PDF are shown below.

edge of the surface, then we consider to use both distributions NOedge and NOtop. We use a

fixed parameter like the distances to determine the closeness to both the obstacle edge and

top surface, and then the resulting robot orientation is given by the average of the PDF’s i.e.

given by an average mean, µavg and an average standard deviation, σavg, defined as

µavg =
µ1 + µ2

2
(5.7)

σavg =
√
σ2

1 + σ2
2 (5.8)

Robot actions in the environment are made up of a series of contact action steps, ∆s,

by the robot link bodies. The maximum possible step size has to be limited due to the

reachability constraints of the robot. Therefore, the maximum step magnitudes are limited for

each robot link body li using their maximum reachable distance maxi and a limiting factor set
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Algorithm 3: Multi-Contact Motion Plan using General Policy

Input: Initial state, Goal state
Output: Multi-Contact plan

1 Run through the general-policy πg∗ from initial state
2 Initialize contact positions for all robot links li to the closest point on obstacle
3 Set policy cost-to-go, rcost with distance to goal, dgoal
4 repeat
5 aci ← action-cycle given by πg∗ for state SE

6 repeat
7 Take action ai in action cycle aci
8 Action step, ∆s along the goal oriented direction, RbDg is given by RbDg∆s
9 Update contact position, pi corresponding to action ai as pi ← pi +RbDg∆s

10 Optimize contacts with Multi-Contact Motion Planner
11 Update rcost using the average of all contact positions, avg (approx. robot base position):
12 rcost = rcost − avg
13 Update robot environment state S’
14 Map robot pose orientation Rb to µ± σ
15 if S′ ∈ next-state and stable contact not found then
16 Next action-cycle after terminating the state
17 else
18 Repeat action-cycle

19 until action-cycle atleast once

20 until general-policy ends at goal

with f = 3.0, as in (5.9). The number of intermediate contact steps for the robot is reduced,

so as to minimize the number of the contact transitions performed by the robot, which also

avoids any reductions in the efficiency of the overall multi-contact approach.

∆s =
maxi
f

(5.9)

Given the goal state, Gb and initial state, pb is the robot base/pelvis position, we can

compute the direction vector Dg, as in (5.10), which is further oriented according to the

robot’s base rotation Rb for computing the contact action position.

Dg =
Gb − pb
||Gb − pb||

(5.10)

We defined the cost-to-go for the policy in steps 11 and 12 of the algorithm, which is used

for evaluating the policy. We plot the cost-to-go along with the corresponding action-cycles

used by the planner, as in Figure 5.15. It is seen that the cost-to-go reduces after each contact

action-cycle run and a total of 45 iterations were necessary to reach close to the goal region.

For the experimental set up in simulation, we use a cuboid-shaped obstacle with slightly

larger dimensions. Here the initial position of the robot is set at a relatively different position
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Fig. 5.15: The plot shows the cost-to-go for overcoming an obstacle, along with the number of iterations of
action-cycles. The action-cycles ac1 is shaded as yellow, ac2 as blue, ac3 as green and ac4 as red.

to that used in the demonstrations. The goal state is kept intact as demonstrated, in order to

show that the algorithm can generalize for the different initial conditions. We use the general

policy and compute the steps in algorithm 3 , for the purpose of generating a multi-contact

plan. The general policy internally calls the multi-contact motion planner, to generate the

final optimized solutions for the COMAN. From the experimental results we can make the

following conclusions. The initial few action cycles are repeated only once, as shown in

Figure 5.16. In the image (1 - 4), we see the first action-cycle with repeated contacts at the

left and right hands, followed with next action-cycle with elbow contacts, whereas the next

action-cycle responsible for the crawling action, is repeated several times with a few images (6

- 16). This is owed to the fact that the obstacle is large enough for multiple contact sequences

along the path.

Here we see that the general policy can extend the multi-contact behavior for different

obstacle sizes, and is not constrained to the size of the obstacle used in the demonstrations.

In the demonstration, the person changes to reverse their direction near the middle section of

the obstacle, which assists the descent at the other end of the obstacle. Whereas here, we see

some generalizations in contact plans from the algorithm output. This is because the policy

learning was not rigidly following the demonstration. The planner generates the movements

without exactly imitating the demo policy using multi-contact behavior, and the robot is

finally able to descend near the goal region.
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Fig. 5.16: Multi-contact plan for COMAN to overcome an obstacle
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5.3 Multi-Contact Replanning

The general policy for multiple contacts exploited the theme of symmetrical action cycles

in bio-inspired systems. It was able to rescale the existing multi-contact plans by repetitive

actions. However, this method fails to address the problem, related to the phenomenon

that there are certain obstacle changes, for which no matter how many times the plans are

repeated, the contact plan fails. The only exception to the latter is situations in which new

demo contact-plans are added in as secondary policies to be evaluated.

We propose a Multi-Contact Replanning algorithm, which aims to generate a new contact

plan from the existing demo contact-plan, to address the changing-obstacle issue. The steps

of the Multi-Contact Replanning algorithm are described in algorithm 4. The proposed

algorithm builds a list of candidate contacts available for multi-contact planning. Also, a

metric similar to the reward notion is introduced, along with stability costs for evaluating the

generated contact plan for the multi-contact task. We define a set of contacts at robot body

links associated with each kinematic chain, as Cki, i.e., the robot body links in the left arm,

right arm, left leg and right leg.

Algorithm 4: Multi-Contact Replanning Algorithm

Input: Contact sequence, CS input = (C0,Q0), (C1,Q1), . . . , (Cn,Qn)
Output: Multi-Contact plans: CS1, CS2, . . . , CSn

1 Run through the contact sequence input CS input from initial contact state C0
2 repeat
3 Compute contacts difference, Cd between the adjacent contact states:
4 Cdi = Ci+1 − C0
5 repeat
6 if (Cdi ∩ Cki) ⊂ Cki then
7 if (Cdi ∩ Cki) > 1 element of Cki then
8 Generate mC1 contact plans, if Cdi has m contacts
9 Add the contact plans to the output

10 else
11 Add contact plan with single contact Cdi to all contact-plan generated, CSn
12 until for all kinematic chains Cki

13 until contact sequence ends
14 Generated contact plans: CS1, CS2, . . . , CSn

The set of contact sequences generated by the algorithm representing a multi-contact

plan, is denoted as CS i. We consider the example case of the climbing task for generating

new contact plans. The input of the algorithm is the same demonstrated contacts sequence

denoted as CS input.
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Consider the following set of contact sequences for the climbing task, of which we only

show a minimal set of contact states here:

1. C0 = {LFoot, RFoot}

2. C1 = {LFoot, RFoot, LHand, RHand}

3. C2 = {LFoot, RFoot, LHand, RHand, LElbow, RElbow}

4. C3 = {RFoot, LHand, Rhand, LElbow, RElbow, LKnee}

5. C4 = {LHand, RHand, LElbow, RElbow, LKnee, RKnee}

Now we can compute the difference in contact sets given by step 4 of the algorithm,

and we also check conditions 6 and 7. We have the following contact difference Cdi for the

demonstrated contact sequence, CS input:

1. Cd1 = {LHand, RHand}

2. Cd2 = {LHand, RHand, LElbow, RElbow} > 1 elements

3. Cd3 = {LHand, RHand, LElbow, RElbow, LKnee} > 1 elements

4. Cd4 = {LHand, RHand, LElbow, RElbow, LKnee, RKnee}> 1 elements

The key idea of the algorithm is to minimize the number of the contacts over a kinematic

chain Cki, while still generating a multi-contact approach for the task. The condition in step

7 i.e., (Cdi ∩ Cki) > 1 element of Cki , ensures that a maximum of one contact per kinematic

chain is allowed in the contact plan generated by the Multi-Contact Replanning algorithm.

We find that the following set, Cd2 has more than one contact in the same kinematic chain,

by using a combination of those contacts in the same kinematic chain, new contact plans can

be generated. We can generate four contact plans, only if we use the same combination of

contacts across all the contact steps in a single plan. This is a reasonable way of getting new

feasible contact plans for the task. The combination of contacts used to generate the contact

plans are {LElbow, RElbow}, {RElbow, LHand}, {LElbow, RHand}, {LHand, RHand}.
Next, we define the metric for evaluating the best contact plans. We use the distance metric

di, i.e., the shortest distance needed to make contact. Along with distance cost, all contacts

must satisfy the stability costs i.e. minimize projection distance. For example, we set the

obstacle height to 0.15m for the climbing task, as shown in Figure 5.17.
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1 2 3

Fig. 5.17: The initial key-frames are generated for the climbing task with different contact plans for an
obstacle height set at 0.15m. Key-frame 1 is generated for contact at hands, key-frame 2 is with contact at
elbows and key-frame 3 is with mixed contacts at hand and elbow.

Then using the newly-generated contact sequence Cn, we can generate the first key-frames

using the multi-contact motion planner for each contact plan, as shown in Figure 5.17. We

evaluate the costs of the contact plan using the stability costs described in the previous

Chapter and the distance costs di. The costs for contact plans shown in the Figure 5.17 are

listed in Table 5.1. From the above table we can see that maximum stability (i.e., projection

distance is close to zero) and minimum distance is achieved for the plan with hand contacts.

The contact plan leading with hand contacts and then following with the left and right knee

contacts is optimal for the climbing task with an obstacle height of 0.15m. The complete

generated contact plan using this strategy for climbing the obstacle, is shown in Figure 5.18.

Table 5.1: Contact-plan costs for Obstacle height 0.15m

Costs Hands Elbows Mixed (Elbows & Hands)

Stability 0.0455 0.1205 0.2472

Distance 0.8194 0.9767 0.9503

1 2 3 4

Fig. 5.18: The contact-stable key-frames 1 - 4 are generated using the best contact-plan strategy for climbing
an obstacle of height 0.15m.
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We take another example to show how different plans can be selected by the Multi-Contact

Replanning algorithm.

1 2 3

Fig. 5.19: The initial key-frames are generated for the climbing task with different contact plans for an
obstacle height set at 0.40m. Key-frame 1 is generated with contact at hands, key-frame 2 is with contact at
elbows and key-frame 3 is with mixed contacts at hand and elbow.

The first key-frames generated for the contact sequence Cn, using the multi-contact motion

planner for each contact plan is shown in Figure 5.19. We evaluate the costs of the contact

plans using only the first key-frame, with the stability and the distance costs as in listed in

Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Contact-plan costs for Obstacle height 0.40m

Costs Hands Elbows Mixed (Elbows & Hands)

Stability 0.3759 0.0549 0.5066
Distance 0.6941 0.6225 0.7731

Now, the maximum stability and minimum distance are being achieved for the plan,

using elbow contacts only. Therefore, the contact plan using the elbow contacts as shown in

Figure 5.19 (see 2), is selected for the obstacle-climbing task. In this case, the planner starts

with elbow contacts on the obstacle and then follows it eventually with the left and right knee

contacts for the climbing task.

5.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, a novel strategy for adapting the multi contacts for a humanoid robot from a

demonstration was presented. The main idea is based on the symmetrical action attributes

of bio-inspired robots. The proposed Policy-Contraction Learning method uses this main

idea to build a general policy, which can generate new/adapt the demonstrated multi-contact

plans. The Policy-Contraction Learning method uses the repetitive action-cycles in the demo
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policy, and was used for negotiating an obstacle task. Here the contact plans generated for

the obstacle-overcoming task shows adaptations in the contact plan to accommodate the

changes in the initial state. Further, the cost-to-go introduced can serve as a metric when

multiple demonstrated contact plans are available for the task.

We also proposed a Multi-Contact Replanning algorithm, to adapt the contact plans from

a single demonstration. The main aspect of this algorithm is to preserve the multi-contact

behavior, while minimizing the number of contacts in a kinematic chain. We can generate

contact plans for the obstacle-climbing task, where the height of the obstacle can be set lower

to that used in the previous case considered in Chapter 4. Future works will explore the

possibility of merging these these two algorithms, in order to gain benefits from both aspects

of the learning method for the multi-contact task.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

This thesis deals with the multi-contact motion planning for humanoid robots to negotiate

obstacles in challenging environments. The work lies in the field of planning for humanoid

robots. The findings are corroborated using extensive simulations and some validation

experiments with COMAN.

We discussed the challenges faced by humanoid robots at the DARPA robotics challenge

in Chapter 2. We also review the state-of-the-art planning algorithms for a humanoid robot

like A*, other graph-based algorithms and sampling based algorithms like RRT-connect and

PRM methods. RRT-connect algorithms plan for the humanoid robot motions in the C-space

of the robot using the whole body for the planning. Although A* plans for the path in the

environment, we can say that for humanoid robots it is necessary to plan both spaces. We

also discussed the state-of-the-art whole-body control methods for humanoid robots. One

of the approaches discussed used task-consistent Jacobians, along with the prioritization of

the tasks to generate whole-body behaviors. Another approach used an optimization based

method with a model predictive controller. A QP based solver for generating whole-body IK

solutions was described.

An initial solution for the multi-contact task was obtained in Chapter 3. Multi-contact

planning for humanoid robots with high degrees of freedom is still an open problem. Although

sampling-based path planners can drastically reduce the search space needed to find some

solution, they are suboptimal for specific situations such as contacts. Generally, all planners

avoid obstacles as a default norm in their planning process. We are considering the planning

process for the multiple contacts experienced by a humanoid robot. Finding an initial solution

to the multi-contact task, provides insight into parameters like obstacle dimensions and the

feasibility of the task itself. We explored teleoperation and sampling-based planning methods

to contrive a suitable solution, although the outcomes did not yield any initial solution,
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and instead provided a few insights. Human demonstrations through a motion capture suit,

provided the initial solution through which we were able to access the task feasibility. However,

the solution was unsatisfactory since it failed to capture the contact interaction with the

obstacle. We use optical markers to record the movement during the demonstration of the

task.

The multi-contact planning algorithm for humanoid robots, was presented in Chapter 4.

We described the pipeline for multi-contact planning, starting from the formulation of the

contact tasks from demonstration to motion planning and control of the robot. We showed that

our multi-contact motion planner could directly work with the analyzed human motion data to

formulate multi-contact tasks. We defined a novel stability measure for newly made contacts,

which does not take into account the forces at the contacts for planning stable contacts. We

make use of a postural task to mimic the demonstrated postures for the humanoid robot,

which also helps maintain the whole-body solutions closer to the demonstrated ones. We also

add internal collision avoidance for only a select set of robot links through position-constraint

mechanisms.

We introduced multi-contact optimization methods using the contact stability criteria,

in order to optimize the contact positions for the task. For the optimizations, a line-search

algorithm using two distinct methods, namely gradient descent and L-BFGS optimization,

were described. The L-BFGS optimization method outperformed the gradient methods, with

the added benefit of obviating the need for the tuning of learning rate parameters. We show

that by selecting a weighted norm function the optimization time can be reduced drastically.

The stable contact poses or key-frames were obtained from the optimization. The intermediate

transition postures between these key-frames were solved using the contact stability measure,

along with position constraints to keep the COM under the support polygon of the humanoid

robot. Finally, a motion planner generates a collision-free optimized solution for the robot to

be controlled.

We applied the multi-contact motion planning algorithm to the task of climbing over a

large obstacle. The results were validated in the Gazebo simulation environment with the

robot controlled in a joint-position-controlled mode. We also set up experiments with a

wooden obstacle with an adjustable height set to 0.25 m and 0.31 m, for the climbing task.

We proposed a mixed control scheme with an impedance controller along with PID controllers,

such that joints can exhibit compliance, in order to conform with the obstacle, while still

executing the multi-contact task.

Adapting the multi-contacts for a humanoid robot from demonstration was presented in

Chapter 5. The main idea is based on the symmetrical action attributes of the bio-inspired

robots. The proposed Policy-Contraction Learning method uses this main idea to build a

general policy, which can generate multi-contact plans. We show that we can generate contact
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plans for the obstacle-overcoming task. Here the contact plans for the overcoming task can

show adaptation in the multi-contact plan for the obstacle. The cost-to-go functions can

serve as a metric when multiple demonstrated plans are available for the task. The proposed

Multi-Contact Replanning algorithm was shown to generate new contact plan from a single

demonstration. The main aspect of this algorithm is the preservation of the multi-contact

behavior while minimizing the number of contacts in a kinematic chain. We generate a new

contact-plan for the climbing task, with which the height of the obstacle can be lowered w.r.t.

the previous case considered in Chapter 4.

6.1 Future work

The works on the multi-contact motion planning presented so far, only considers a single

object in the environment for the contact planning. One possible future work would be

extending the multi-contact planning to multiple objects in the environment. We contend that

with the Multi-Contact Replanning algorithm, it is possible to search for contact over multiple

environmental objects located in close proximity to the robot. Another important future work

is to utilize the Center-of-Pressure (CoP) position, since this accounts for highly dynamical

terms as opposed to the CoM for stability and add the contact forces in the control scheme

for handling the dynamic disturbances and adapt the solutions actively for the uncertainties

arising during the experiments.
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